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Planning Commission, City of Lake Oswego

Hearing on LU 18-0034 - Short Term Rentals

April 22, 2019


Why does Lake Oswego need short term rentals in residential neighborhoods?   

The issue of STRs w brought before the Planning Commission and Council last year and rejected.  Nothing 
has changed to make a different decision more morally or rationally compelling.  


No matter how one rewords the code, the same problems exist and the same questions must be answered:  


Q:  Who benefits from turning homes into hotels and commercializating residential 
 neighborhoods? 

A:  Owners of short-stay rental units.  

It won’t be the city.  It won’t be the residents.  It won’t be local hotels.  Restaurant and retail business that 
STRs bring will still have the locals, hotel patrons, and day-trippers they have now.


Q.  Who will bear the burdens of short term rentals? 
A. Residents who live nearby have to deal with businesses next door or close by. STRs are businesses open 

to the public that operate night and day and have the potential to diminish their quality of life and the 
character of their neighborhoods.   


Q:  Do homeowners (or any property owner) have complete say over what they can do with their 
property?   

A.   No.  Zoning controls what the land may be used for. City codes also control what can be built on

what land, how big, where buildings are placed and what trees may or may not be cut down, whether or 
not I can use certain toxins on the property and what kind of home businesses I can engage in.  


Residential zoning does not allow me to operate an auto repair shop in my neighborhood.  Nor a dinner 
party venue, a craft beer making operation and backyard beer garden, a vegetable stand.  These are all 
legal businesses, but not in a SFR zone.  My property rights are restricted by codes that protect the 
residential rights of my neighbors. If I want to have a business, I need to find a commercial zone to 
operate it in.  


The argument that property rights should allow homeowners to use their homes as quasi-hotels is 
specious.


Q.  What responsibility does the City have for the protection of the quality of residential  
neighborhoods and residents’ quality of life?   

A.  Typically, zoning ordinances and city codes protect property owners from nuisances caused by their

 neighbors. If residential codes are altered to allow commercial uses, this brings all zoning restrictions 
into question.  Once lines have been erased, how can any limits be justified if residential and public ally-
accessible commercial uses are allowed to co-exist in residential zones?  Should all residential zones be 
NC zones?   

Code enforcement is the most difficult aspect of having STRs in every city where they exist, whether 
they are banned or allowed.  In fact, codes regulating (or banning) STRs are a reaction to the problems 
they cause.  Cities are finding that standard licensing, fines, hotel taxes - even court cases don’t pay for 
an expanded staff of compliance officers that are still overwhelmed by infractions.  STR operators know 
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it is difficult to prove if someone is a paying guest and not a friend, and consider fines and charges just a 
cost of doing business.  Residents are on their own to deal with whatever comes.


Q.   Who guarantees that STRs will be an asset for every resident of the city with every one that is 
created?   

A.  The City Council will make the decision about whether or not STRs in residential zones will enhance

the quality of life of residents of the city. The decision should not be based on the fact that certain 
individuals are demanding to have their illegal businesses legitimatized.  Nor should they create mixed-
use residential districts believing regulations will be better able to control what more homeowners and 
investors will do in the future.  Once allowed under any circumstance, STRs become an enforcement 
nightmare that jeopardizes the desirable, residential, family-friendly nature of the city.  If the city cannot 
control an activity that is illegal now, what justification is there that it can control more of it?  What makes 
Lake Oswego think it can do what other cities cannot - enforce codes concerning STRs?  


Q.   Doesn’t income from STRs helps some people with household expenses? 
A.   So do long term rentals. 


Problems with STRs in residential zones  
Unsafe conditions 

With no site inspections to assure code compliance, a STR could have multiple safety hazards that impacts 
guests and neighbors.  (See article by the National Fire Prevention Association on STR safety.)

Residential transient housing does not have a separate list of building codes.  STRs are commercialized 
residential structures and should be modIfied to commercial standards.


Handicapped Accessibility 

None is required by Federal law unless more than 5 rooms are rented.  (See articles on ADA considerations 
for STRs).  Any discriminatory behavior or lack of reasonable accommodations, even requiring an ADA-
compliant van parking space required of all businesses open to the public, would have to be up to the City 
to legislate, investigate and enforce.  


Parking 
Even if a parking space is included with a STR, guests may have more cars than the property will 
accommodate.  Local streets will be impacted with overflow parking.  


Impacts on housing affordability  
Lessens availability of housing for long term renters and buyers as dwelling units (especially affordable 
properties) are removed from private use.  Remaining rental until experience a rise in rent.


Lower value of neighboring homes 

According to an article in REALTOR Magazine, “A single-family home or condo unit next door to a short-term 
rental … will take longer to sell and bring in lower offers.” In the Voice of San Diego, one writer expressed the 
concern that “If sellers are now required to disclose to buyers even barking dogs and antagonistic neighbors, 
surely they will have to disclose the existence of commercial rental activity in the neighborhood.”

Home Owners’ Associations
Home owners association’s shield members from the potential problems of STRs and lowered property 
values by prohibiting commercial rental uses of residences.  Buyers can be assured the property next door 
and across the street will remain purely residential.  

Ownership can be confusing 
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The owner of an investment STR is likely a corporation with one or more owners, or another corporation.  
Extended property rights that include commercial uses of residentially zones would likely include commercial 
owners with little attachment to the city and neighborhoods.


Fees, taxes and fines do not make money for the city 
The costs of code enforcement, administrative and police services are much higher than the income 
received by the STR industry. The main problems cities have with STRs is code enforcement due to the 
incompatibility of commercial, transient housing and single-family residential uses. 


Illegal rentals and disruptive guests 
The influx of out-of-town visitors upsets the peaceful enjoyment of long-standing residential 
neighborhoods. Short-term renters have no stake in the community, and therefore no reason to care how the 
neighborhood around them suffers from their vacation activities.  An on-site landlord cannot always tame an 
unruly party nor guarantee how the next guest behaves. 

Even if STRs are allowed, cities find they still have numerous illegal ones operating- like Lake Oswego now.  
Illegal landlords are reticent to involve authorities when needed. 

Problems elsewhere
There are virtually no cities that either ban or regulate STRs that don’t have major problems with them.  
Regulating STRs is typically a response to control growing problems with STRs. Experience shows that no 
amount regulation works, and enforcement is costly.  A very few vacation destination towns welcome STRs, 
though it is doubtful all residents feel that way.  


HB 2001
If single family residential zones are banned by the state, commercial activity will be introduced into 
neighborhoods and further complicate enforcement of STR codes.  

Conclusion  
Lake Oswego does not need Short Term Rentals.  STRs, like most businesses, are incompatible with 
residential life.  They are not needed — except by those few who will benefit at others’ expense.  Taxpayers 
will be stuck with the bill for staffing code compliance officers and other planning, judicial, police and 
administrative personnel.  Fees and fines will not be enough to recover these costs.  Residents will pay for 
the degradation of their neighborhoods. They will pay for the loss of value of their homes, a family’s biggest 
asset.  The affordability of housing in the city, already low, will get worse.  The quiet, safe, family-friendly 
residential neighborhoods that make Lake Oswego attractive will be in serious jeopardy.  


Some people are willing and eager to make Lake Oswego just like everywhere else. Restrained decision-
making that values preservation of what is special about Lake Oswego’s quality of life is critical.  Why risk 
something that has the potential do much harm when there is so little, if any, benefit to the city?  In recent 
years there has been a growing push to cash in on the beauty and quality of life of Lake Oswego. The City 
should work for all of its citizens, primarily residents, not just those who stand to gain financially from what 
we have built over time.


Keep commercial activities out of residential areas. 
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Zoning Vs. Property Owners Rights
Property ownership comes with many rights, however these rights are often superseded by local zoning 
ordinances. Zoning regulations impose restrictions on how a particular property can be used and 
establish requirements such as building heights and setbacks. Some property owners view these 
ordinances as an infringement upon their constitutional right to personal property. On the other hand, 
zoning advocates maintain that zoning ensures land is developed in a manner that protects the rights of 
all members of a community.


Private Property Rights 
Property rights consist of various rights that can be held by different entities. These rights can be 
compared to a bundle of sticks, as they can be held together by one person or distributed to different 
parties. They can also be surrendered by means of a deed restriction. The bundle of rights includes the 
right to sell the property, to build on the property, to lease the property, to control access to the property, 
subdivide the property, grant easements on the property and to mine or farm the property. Property 
rights are protected by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution.


Zoning 
Zoning ordinances establish whether land shall be used for residential, commercial, agricultural or 
industrial uses. The ordinances also dictate the manner in which the land is developed by restricting the 
density, building heights, parking, setbacks and other attributes related to development. Zoning seeks to 
either limit or encourage growth within the community depending on the aim of local government. Before 
a property owner is able to build on his property, he must meet all of the zoning conditions in order to 
receive a building permit, unless an exception called a variance is made.


History 
Zoning in the United States began in earnest in New York City with the passage of the 1916 zoning 
resolution. The resolution established height and setback requirements for buildings in the city. It was a 
direct response to the construction of the Equity Building, which cast a seven-acre shadow over 
neighboring property that lowered property values. As zoning ordinances spread across the United 
States, they were challenged by those who felt that the ordinances were a violation of their individual 
rights to do what they wanted with their own property. Eventually the issue was addressed by the 
Supreme Court in the 1926 decision of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co. The court ruled that zoning 
regulations were a legitimate use of government authority.
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Are Vacation Rental Properties businesses subject to the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990? 

Rocky Mountain ADA Center, Region 8 

August 2018 

This document is the result of a review of current legal and institutional policy, and current legal 
opinions. It is intended as a technical assistance document, not an official legal opinion. 

With one exception (see The Five-Room Exception below), hosts (i.e., vacation rental property 
owners) that offer Vacation Rental Properties (VRPs) on VRP platforms (Airbnb, VRBO, etc.) 
maintain public accommodations that appear to be subject to the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990 (ADA). Local laws and regulations may expand disability accommodation requirements 
beyond the ADA. Under the ADA, private entities whose operations are intended for non-
residential use and affect inter-state commerce are considered public accommodations.1 VRP 
hosts offer VRPs for non-residential use to intra- and inter-state consumers. Based on the 
review of current legal policy, any Place of Lodging – as well as Hotel- like Accommodations and 
Transient Lodging intended or designed to be used as a public accommodation – is a public 
accommodation subject to ADA accessibility and enforcement guidelines. Multiple criteria may 
be used to determine whether VRP hosts, VRP platforms, or both are liable under the ADA. 

Places of Lodging 

Under the law, a Place of Lodging is any inn, hotel, motel, or facility that provides guest rooms 
for short-term sleeping stays with no right of return after the conclusion of the stay, and provides 
amenities, such as management and reservation services, rooms available on a walk- up or call-
in basis, housekeeping or linen services, and accepts reservations without guaranteeing a 

particular unit until check-in, and without prior lease or security deposit.2 VRP hosts and 
platforms may not be held liable under this category because VRP hosts and platforms share 
amenity responsibilities, or do not offer the required amenities, that are necessary to classify a 
facility as a Place of Lodging.3 For example, a VRP host is not required to offer ‘housekeeping 
or linen services,’ while the VRP platform specifically handles ‘management and reservation 
services.’ 

Hotel-like Accommodations 

VRP hosts who offer Hotel-like Accommodations are liable under the ADA if their VRP is a 
timeshare, condominium hotel, or other mixed-use corporate hotel facility intended to be used as 
a public accommodation on a VRP platform. For example, condominiums or timeshares, 

__________________________ 

1 ADA Subpart 3 (1)(2)(7). 
2 ADA Title III - § 12181(7)(a). § 36.104 Place of Public Accommodation definition. 3 This analysis 
does not consider business organization and agency law. 
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Joshua Thornton, JD/MPA and Martin E. Blair, PhD. Rural Institute for Inclusive Communities, 
University of Montana, Missoula. Prepared for the Rocky Mountain ADA Center. Colorado 
Springs, CO. 
      
typically located near resorts or vacation spots, offered specifically as vacation rentals would fall 
under this category. 

Hotel-like Accommodations4 are public accommodations that have no governing board, are held 
by a hotel unit owner that retains ownership of common areas, and offers an option for rental by 
individual owners. 

Condominium facilities are classified as public accommodations by the extent to which it shares 
characteristics normally associated with a hotel, motel, or inn.5 New construction or alteration 
standards6 apply to the extent that the residence or portion of the residence was designed and 
intended to be used as a public accommodation.7 

Transient Lodging 

Transient Lodging is classified less strictly than Places of Lodging and Hotel-like 

Accommodations. Transient Lodging8 is any building or facility, excluding medical care facilities 
and residential facilities, that contains sleeping accommodations. Examples of Transient 
Lodging include, but is not limited to, resorts, group homes, hotels, motels, and dormitories. 
Transient Lodging accommodations can include boats, castles, farms, tents, campers/ 
recreational vehicles, earth houses, nature lodges, or tiny houses, which all may serve as a 
VRPs in certain instances.9 Transient Lodging is classified as a public accommodation and is 
covered under the ADA.1 

Places of Lodging Exempt from the ADA (The Five-Room Exception) 

Any place of lodging that contains no more than five rooms for rent and is actually occupied by 
the proprietor of the establishment as a resident is not subject to the ADA.11 Hosts offering 
individual rooms in a residential home will fall into this category.12 No challenge has been made 
to this exception, yet. However, there is public debate on the issue.13 

______________________ 

4 Champlin v. Sovereign Residential Services, 2008 WL 2646627 (US District Court, M.D. Florida, 
Orlando Division 2008). 
5 Access 4 All, Inc. v. Atlantic Hotel Condominium Ass., 2005 WL 5632057 (US District Court, S.D. 
Florida 2005). 
6 28 CFR Pt. 36, subpart D – New Construction and Alternations. 
7 28 C.F.R. Pt. 36, App. B, Section-by-Section Analysis and Response to Comments, Section 
36.207. 
8 ADA Accessibility Guidelines § 3.5. 

9 Taken from Airbnb’s ‘Unique homes’ search filter. 
10 Regents of Mercersburg College v. Republic Franklin Ins. Co., 458 F.3d 159, 170 (US Court of 
Appeals, Third Circuit 2006). 
11 ADA Title III - § 12181(7)(a). CFR § 36.104 Place of Public Accommodation definition. 
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12 The Fair Housing Act (FHA) 42 USC § 3602(c) may support exempt lodgings from being ADA 

compliant. Under the FHA, discrimination is lawful in renting individual rooms when the 
individual soliciting for a roommate lives at the residence. Fair Housing Council of San Fernando 
Valley v. Roommate.com, LLC, 666 F.3d 1216, 1220 (US Court of Appeals, 9th Circuit 2012). In Fair 
Housing, the FHA only applied to ‘dwellings,’ or a living unit (sleeping spaces, bathroom, kitchen 
facilities, and common areas) designed or intended for occupancy by a family. 
13 See: http://fortune.com/2016/06/23/airbnb-discrimination-laws/ 
Joshua Thornton, JD/MPA and Martin E. Blair, PhD. Rural Institute for Inclusive Communities, 
University of Montana, Missoula. Prepared for the Rocky Mountain ADA Center. Colorado 
Springs, CO. 
  
Service Animals 

VRP hosts should expect to accommodate service animals. Currently, it’s unclear whether 
Places of Lodging exempt from the ADA must accommodate service animals. ADA regulations 
define ‘Service Animal’ as “any dog that is individually trained to do work or perform tasks for 
the benefit of an individual with a disability, including a physical, sensory, psychiatric, intellectual, 
or other mental disability” [emphasis added].14 

VRP hosts are allowed to ask two questions regarding a service animal:15 
1) Is the service animal required because of a disability? 
2) What work or task has the dog been trained to perform? 

Airbnb’s Model of Accessibility and Enforcement Policies 

Airbnb offers a model for VRP compliance with the ADA. In 2017, Airbnb acquired Accommable, 
an accessible vacation rental startup,16 to better accommodate individuals with disabilities 
looking to use Airbnb’s VRP platform. In early 2018, Airbnb updated its website search function 
to include 21 accessibility search filters for design features such as step-free entries to rooms 
and entryways wide enough to accommodate a wheelchair (i.e., 32 in.).17 Airbnb has also 
audited its platform to focus on color contrast and icon labels for persons with visual 
impairments. 18 

Further, Airbnb offers an extensive list of disability policies for hosts to follow, including but not 
limited to:19 

______________________ 

� Hosts cannot decline a guest or impose different terms on a person with an actual or 
perceived disability. 
� Hosts cannot substitute their own judgment on whether a unit meets the needs of a 

prospective disabled guest. 
� Hosts cannot charge excess fees for guests with disabilities, including pet fees for service 
animals. 
� Hosts cannot discourage or indicate a preference for a non-disabled guest. 
� Hosts should provide accurate information about a particular unit’s accessibility 
features. 
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14 28 CFR § 36.104. 

15 https://adata.org/publication/service-animals-booklet 
16 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-42019898 
17 https://press.airbnb.com/airbnb-highlights-new-accessibility-filters-and-features-for-guests-
with-disabilities- worldwide-uk/ 
18 https://techcrunch.com/2017/11/16/airbnb-buys-accomable-a-specialist-in-travel-listings-for-
disabled-people/ 19 https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/1405/airbnb-s-nondiscrimination-policy--
our-commitment-to-inclusion- and-respect 
Joshua Thornton, JD/MPA and Martin E. Blair, PhD. Rural Institute for Inclusive Communities, 
University of Montana, Missoula. Prepared for the Rocky Mountain ADA Center. Colorado 
Springs, CO. 
       
Airbnb offers extensive policies regarding assistance animals, which include both service 
animals and emotional support animals.20 Airbnb generally requires hosts to reasonably 
accommodate reservations where an assistance animal may be present, even if the listing 

states ‘no pets.’ 

Finally, Airbnb reserves the right to suspend host properties from the Airbnb platform for non- 
compliance to its nondiscrimination policies. 

Conclusion 

Barring the ‘Five-Room Exception,’ VRP hosts and platforms appear to be businesses that offer 
public accommodations requiring ADA compliance. VRP hosts and platforms offering Places of 
Lodging, Hotel-like Accommodations, or Transient Lodging are public accommodations under 
the ADA. Service animals must be reasonably accommodated. VRP hosts that reside at their 
property and rent vacation rooms in a residential property with five or less rooms are likely 
exempt from ADA compliance. As of mid-2018, there has been no challenge to the five-room 
exception. 

Additional Resources 

ADA Title III 
ADA Title III Regulations 
2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design 
Guidance on 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design Filing an ADA Complaint 
      20 https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/1869/what-is-an-assistance-animal 
Joshua Thornton, JD/MPA and Martin E. Blair, PhD. Rural Institute for Inclusive Communities, 
University of Montana, Missoula. Prepared for the Rocky Mountain ADA Center. Colorado 
Springs, CO. 
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New Study Quantifies Airbnb's Widespread Exclusion 
of Disabled Guests
Less than half of would-be guests with cerebral palsy can expect to be pre-approved for 
an Airbnb stay.

Michael Byrne
https://motherboard.vice.com/.

In late April, Sean Gray, founder of Is This Venue Accessible and a key figure in the DC-area punk scene, 
was making plans to travel from Washington DC to Brooklyn to see noise-rock band the Cherubs play a 
reunion show at Saint Vitus. It was a one-night trip, and Gray, who has cerebral palsy and uses a walker, 
sent a message to a potential host asking about accessibility. The exchange went like this:

Gray had used Airbnb a few times in the past, but usually tries to stay in hotels. "I'm not a heavy user of 
it," he told me. "Mostly due to shit like this." This trip, however, he was strapped for cash, and, besides, 
hotel accommodations in New York City are a luxury commodity. He managed to book another Airbnb, but 
it "still had one or two steps and was a shithole."

Gray's experience is far from isolated, according to a new report from Rutgers University. Based on a 
randomized experiment consisting of nearly 4,000 booking requests, "Hosts were less likely to 
preapprove, and more likely to reject outright, the requests from travelers with disabilities than requests 
from travelers without disabilities," the study found. "The preapproval rate was 75 percent for travelers 
without disabilities, compared to 61 percent for travelers with dwarfism, 50 percent for travelers with 
blindness, 43 percent for travelers with cerebral palsy, and 25 percent for travelers with spinal cord injury."

The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 is designed to prohibit discrimination based on disability. It 
applies to businesses ranging from restaurants to airlines to hotels and theoretically ensures that 
reasonable accommodation will be afforded to those with disabilities, including those with wheelchairs, 
walkers, service animals, and the blind. Generally, the ADA did not anticipate the sharing economy. With 
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respect to Airbnb, its protections do not apply to owner-operated lodgings with fewer than six rental units. 
Which is much of the service.

Nonetheless, Airbnb instituted its own non-discrimination policy last year. In a statement this week, the 
company said, "Discrimination of any kind on the Airbnb platform, including on the basis of ability, is 
abhorrent, a violation of our anti-discrimination policy and will result in permanent removal from our 
platform." I've reached out to Airbnb for comment on Gray's rejection and will update if and when it 
responds.

The Rutgers study concludes with some suggestions as to how Airbnb can address the problem. They 
range from simple education—informing hosts covered by the ADA that they are indeed covered by the 
ADA, for example—to the usage of "mystery shoppers" for checking disability policy compliance to 
developing principles in concert with disability advocacy organizations.

The real problem, however, is unlikely to be solved by Airbnb itself. The problem is instead the law that 
lets hosts off the hook in the first place. "If we're entering an era where these new types of hotels, which 
are essentially private homes, can't offer accommodations, it defeats and undoes all of the progress 
we've made with the ADA as far as equal access is concerned," Mason Ameri, co-author of the new study, 
told the New York Times. "The law needs to catch up with services like Airbnb."

Gray is skeptical that a fix exists at all. This is just the nature of the sharing economy, and, well, it's 
bullshit. Just a week before the Airbnb incident, he was rejected by an Uber driver unwilling to 
accommodate Gray's walker. "At this point Uber, Airbnb, etc are like Walmart of the sharing economy," he 
said. "Hashtag protest all you want but if getting a room through Airbnb is sometimes 75 percent cheaper 
than a hotel, there will never be a shortage of consumers.

"And people with disabilities are a very, very small amount of consumers," Gray added. "Until their backs 
are against the wall, [companies like Airbnb] won't do anything."
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https://www.nfpa.org/

National Fire Protection Association 


NFPA Journal - The Airbnb Challenge 
July - August 2018

The Airbnb Challenge

As Airbnb and other short-term rental services expand to include a range of property types, 
regulatory challenges create uncertainty over the level of safety those spaces should provide
BY ANGELO VERZONI 

Four years ago, Medina Eve wrote about a frightening Airbnb stay. In an article for the online publishing 
platform Medium, she detailed how she and her partner had used the online marketplace, where 
homeowners rent their properties to guests seeking an alternative to a hotel or other accommodations, to 
book a cabin in the remote woods of Ontario, Canada. After trudging through snow, they followed the 
host’s instructions to retrieve the key and let themselves into the cabin, which she described as “a 
treehouse, only firmly planted on the ground.”

Right away, Eve felt nervous about the property. The cabin had a wood-burning stove on the first floor, 
and its chimney snaked through the ceiling into the second-floor bedroom, passing within a foot of the 
bed before disappearing into the roof. Eve and her partner took note of a fire extinguisher hanging on the 
wall. She texted a friend, jokingly, that she would die there, and included a string of fire emojis.

That night, the couple woke to find their bed smoking and, seconds later, on fire. “Our blankets act like 
kindling, flames licking upwards,” Eve wrote, adding that it became difficult to breathe and see. Her 
partner rushed to grab the fire extinguisher, attacking the fire with what little remained inside the tank. 
“There are two, just two, brief spurts left in it,” she said. “But it’s enough to get us the hell out of there.”
According to airbnb.com, on any given night, 2 million people stay in properties rented by the service in 
some 65,000 cities around the globe. There are more than 4 million active Airbnb listings in 191 countries. 
“What makes all of that possible?” the website reads. “Trust.”

That’s not very reassuring in light of a new study, published in May in the journal Injury Prevention, that 
found a lack of fire and life safety features in Airbnb properties in 16 United States cities, including New 
York, Los Angeles, Boston, and San Francisco. Researchers analyzed about 121,000 of the roughly 
600,000 Airbnb listings in the U.S., finding that 20 percent of the property owners did not report having 
smoke alarms, 42.5 percent didn’t report having carbon monoxide (CO) alarms, 58 percent didn’t report 
having fire extinguishers, and 64 percent didn’t report having first aid kits. “This is really surprising 
because most fire deaths and carbon monoxide poisonings happen in residential housing,” study co-
author Vanya Jones of the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health told Reuters.

The study comes at a time when cities nationwide are moving to more tightly regulate Airbnb and other 
short-term rental properties. But as some communities have learned, regulation of such a new and unique 
building use is easier said than done.

“All of a sudden, we’re sending building officials out and they’re seeing things they’ve never seen before,” 
said Keith Burlingame, director of the Rhode Island Fire Safety Code Board of Appeal and Review. 
“Classification of these properties is the biggest challenge that we are facing at the outset.”

Classifying something new
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What are these properties? That’s the question building and fire code officials have struggled to answer 
since short-term rental companies like Airbnb began launching several years ago. Are they hotels? Are 
they residential properties? Or are they something else altogether?
 
Not much insight can be gained from digging into widely used building codes. The International Building 
Code (IBC), for example, applies to what it calls “transient” residential occupancies, or places where 
occupants stay no longer than 30 days. That broad definition seems to fit the bill for Airbnb rentals and 
similar properties. But it also lists hotels and boarding houses as examples, and an argument could be 
made that most Airbnb properties aren’t similar enough to a hotel to be regulated as such.

That’s the logic Burlingame subscribes to. He told me in May that building code officials in the small 
coastal city of Newport, Rhode Island, have been classifying short-term rental properties under the IBC, 
instead of classifying them under the International Residential Code that applies to one- and two-family 
homes. That means, like hotels, they’re required to have fire sprinklers and meet other life safety 
requirements for accessibility and egress. In reality, though, that’s not happening. A search of Airbnbs in 
Newport using the company’s website showed over 300 available properties, some of which didn’t even 
report having smoke alarms. (There is no option for reporting sprinklers.)

There are too many of these properties scattered throughout the tourist-dense town, some in houses that 
are well over 100 years old, to enforce the IBC classification, Burlingame said, which is why he and other 
members of the fire code board don’t support it. “We’ve always taken the position that if you rent a single-
family house to anyone for any period of time it’s still a single-family house,” he said. “There is a fire 
safety concern out there by some people, but you have to look at the global picture. How different is 
renting an Airbnb to someone for under 30 days from renting that same structure to someone seasonally 
for six months?”

HOTEL CALIFORNIA?
 
Housing activists in San Francisco protest the conversion of an apartment building into Airbnb rentals. 
Safety advocates have cited fire and other hazards among their concerns as the number and type of 
residential properties devoted to short-term rentals increases nationwide. 

Like the International Code Council codes, NFPA codes, including NFPA 5000®, Building Construction 
and Safety Code®, and NFPA 101®, Life Safety Code®, leave it up to the jurisdiction to decide whether 
they want to classify short-term rental properties like hotels, residential properties, or something else. “It’s 
not currently a distinct type of occupancy in the codes, nor do I see it becoming a type of occupancy,” said 
Robert Solomon of NFPA’s Building Fire Protection and Systems division. He compared the situation to 
when condominiums became more popular in the 1970s. Some viewed that as a type of occupancy when 
in reality it is just a form of legal ownership of a particular type of building space, Solomon said.

Further complicating the issue of classifying short-term rental properties using codes is the breadth of 
scenarios that present themselves through the Airbnb business model. There are hosts who rent out one 
or two bedrooms in a single-family home, or rent an entire single-family home. Others rent an apartment 
or condo in a larger building. Most recently, entire apartment or condo buildings have been devoted to 
short-term rentals to multiple renters.

It’s the last scenario that concerns building and fire code officials the most. “If you have a 15-unit 
apartment building and you rent out all 15 units short-term, you’ve just created a hotel and skipped all the 
regulations that go along with hotels,” said Adam Miceli, assistant fire chief in Rockland, Maine, a small 
seaside town where Airbnb hosts have been competing for guests with inn and bed-and-breakfast owners 
for about four years. “The only difference is with the apartment building you’re going to have a kitchen in 
every unit, so for us that’s more dangerous, not less dangerous, than a hotel.”
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Aware of the potential danger, the city passed an ordinance in 2016 in part prohibiting the short-term 
rental of more than one unit in an apartment building. Other cities—including San Francisco, the 
birthplace and current headquarters of Airbnb—have recently imposed similar restrictions, citing a more 
ethical concern: landlords illegally evicting tenants so they can rent out all of their units on sites like 
Airbnb to turn a higher profit.

The Rockland ordinance also requires all short-term rental properties to meet minimum city requirements 
for one- and two-family homes, such as having smoke alarms, but the city doesn’t inspect all of these 
properties. Like Burlingame, Miceli said he understands the limitations of the fire service to start imposing 
strict, non-traditional requirements on properties such as old one-family homes, especially in a city like 
Rockland that has minimal inspection resources. “With or without Airbnb, there’s still the sense that 
homeowners are the king of the castle” and won’t let someone come in and tell them what to do, Miceli 
said.

Educating the guest and the host

Since jurisdictions haven’t come up with clear answers for the emergence of short-term rentals, NFPA and 
others stress the importance of education for both consumers and hosts who choose to rent and rent out 
units on sites like Airbnb. “Consumers need to be more than mindful of the safety features,” said Lisa 
Braxton, a public education specialist at NFPA. “They need to know what safety features are in place 
before committing to an Airbnb.”

On the service’s website, prospective renters can filter available properties by amenities including smoke 
and CO alarms—which the site refers to as “detectors,” a term commonly and inaccurately used to 
describe residential alarms. While users can’t filter by fire extinguishers or first-aid kits, they can check 
properties individually to see if they list them as amenities before booking. There’s no way to see if a 
property has fire sprinklers, but users can send a message to the host asking any question they wish 
about fire and life safety before booking.

Miceli agrees that public education is key to keeping people safe in the new world of short-term rentals. 
“Someone who’s short-term renting may never become familiar with the peculiarities of a house,” he said. 
“So we really need to be regulating common sense.”

GUEST, PROTECT THYSELF
 
In the absence of uniform standards and practices, safety officials urge users of services like Airbnb to act 
as their own safety advocates when selecting and occupying accommodations. Photograph: Jens 
Kalaene/Picture-Alliance/DPA/AP Images
The experience has been similar in Cambridge, Massachusetts. About a year ago, the city, located across 
the Charles River from Boston, passed an ordinance regulating short-term rental properties. But Chris 
Towski, one of the fire prevention staff members at the Cambridge Fire Department, said that doesn’t 
mean the properties are all being inspected. The onus falls on the Airbnb hosts to be compliant with the 
same building codes they would have to be if their property wasn’t being used as a short-term rental, as 
well as some additional measures like providing fire escape route maps in the same way hotels need to. 
Towski doesn’t suspect—or even expect—every owner to be doing that, though.
For the city’s fire department, Towski said the concern revolves less around the built environment and 
more around occupant load and behavior, especially as firefighters respond to incidents like residential 
structure fires. “As a firefighter, you see a classic three-decker building and you’re thinking, OK, you have 
three families in there—but now you have others taking up those spaces, so it could be a higher volume 
of occupancy,” Towski said. Overcrowding in short-term rentals is a concern many cities have expressed 
since businesses like Airbnb began emerging. Like Miceli, Towski also said there’s a concern over guests 
not taking the time as they enter a short-term rental property to note the exits and safety features. And 
unlike an event like a house party, which may have a similar higher-than-usual occupant load, there’s 
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potentially nobody in the property who “knows the lay of the land” and can help direct occupants to safety, 
he said.

When it comes to educating Airbnb hosts about the importance of being compliant with necessary 
building codes and providing fire and life safety features, Miceli said he’s faced a lot of pushback but in 
some cases has been able to persuade hosts by bringing up the potential legal implications of renting out 
an unsafe space. “Once you start talking about risk, the lightbulb comes on,” he said. “The more we talk 
about it, the more we can move the dial a bit in some people, the more risk-averse people, but there are 
still people who say it’s their home, it’s their right” to do as they please with their property.

Some Airbnb hosts don’t need that nudge. In May I sent messages using Airbnb’s website to several 
hosts who reported having smoke and CO alarms, fire extinguishers, and first-aid kits. While no one took 
me up on a request to visit their property, a couple sent messages back explaining why they chose to 
include these features. One host in the Cambridge area said he chose to include the features because it 
was the responsible thing to do. “I totally believe [in] safety first,” said another in Newport. “I am in the 
medical field, and anyone can get hurt.”

Airbnb itself has taken actions to make its properties safer by working with its hosts. “We routinely run 
safety workshops with hosts and leading local experts and provide hosts with online safety cards with 
important local information for their guests,” Airbnb’s website says. “Hosts can also request a free smoke 
and carbon monoxide [alarm] for their home.”

Still, after her fire scare in Canada, Eve has decided to take safety matters into her own hands when 
staying in Airbnbs—and hers is good advice for any consumer.

“When it comes to your safety, don’t assume anything is taken care of,” she wrote in the Medium article. 
“Pack the nerdiest first aid kit you can find, make a mental note of where to find safety items (e.g. fire 
extinguisher), check the batteries on the smoke [alarms], etc. Don’t be shy about having the necessary 
conversations with your host about safety features. Do this especially … when the place is off-[the-]grid 
and quirky, which is a big selling point for Airbnb properties but potentially risky for you. Airbnb 
experiences are generally excellent, and in many cases rival the hotel experience ten times over, but they 
definitely don’t have the same safety regulations. Or any.”

ANGELO VERZONI is staff writer for NFPA Journal. Top Photographs: Thinkstock, IStockphoto
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Selected websites and articles about short term rentals:

Problems with STRs in Hood River County
http://www.hrvrc.org/problems-with-short-term-rentals-in-hood-river-county/

Did Airbnb Kill the Mountain Town?
Outside Magazine
https://www.outsideonline.com/2198726/did-airbnb-kill-mountain-town

Bend wades into vacation rental home issues
View an interactive map of vacation-rental locations
Bend Bulliten (2914)
https://www.bendbulletin.com/localstate/2343261-151/bend-wades-into-vacation-rental-home-
issues

Short-Term Vacation Home Rentals – Summary of Oregon 
Cities
City of Ashland
https://www.ashland.or.us/Files/Vacation_Rentals%20Atch.pdf

Tourism's coastal crunch: Vacation rentals and crowds 
create livability issues
Street Roots News
https://news.streetroots.org/2018/06/15/tourisms-coastal-crunch-vacation-rentals-and-crowds-
create-livability-issues

How Airbnb Is Pushing Locals Out Of New Orleans’ 
Coolest Neighborhoods
Huffington Post
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/airbnb-new-orleans 
housing_us_59f33054e4b03cd20b811699

Regulations Ban Homeowners From Renting Out 
Secondary Residences As Short-Term Rentals 
KPBS San Diego
https://www.kpbs.org/news/2018/jul/17/regulations-ban-home-owners-renting-out-secondary-/
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City of Bend, Oregon
City website:  https://www.bendoregon.gov/Home/ShowDocument?id=19512

File is 23 pages long - letters are poignant, desperate, compelling.  These are very important 
testimonials for City Councils everywhere to read.  

Letters from Local Residents Seeking Change to Bend’s 
current Vacation Rental Permitting
Excerpts:

I’d like to add my voice to the recent letters that have been written to city leaders on this topic. I 
live on NW Davenport Ave. between 14th and 15th streets. On our short block, there are 14 
homes; of those homes, three are vacation rentals, 20% of the street!

The core problem with increased numbers of vacation rentals is the very real dissolution of the 
neighborhood. The minute an owner or long-term renter turns over a home to transient renters, 
that house is no longer a contributing part of the neighborhood. No longer can the permanent 
residents count on that house as part of the neighborhood. And the home’s owner transforms 
from a neighbor into a business owner.

_______________________

The vacation rental issue is an insidious problem, as it quietly robs a community of its collective 
voice to speak out about local issues that affect us. Vacation renters don’t care how good the 
local schools are, how much work the roads need, speeding issues through neighborhoods, 
local land development, pollution, or a host of other issues that homeowners and long-term 
renters are concerned about.

But perhaps the most troubling issue is the loss of our self identity that comes with these 
changes. Vacation rentals in high concentration cause a deconstruction of a neighborhood’s 
character that can be difficult to see. The rentals are often “spruced up” with new paint and 
lawns, a facade that suggests a resident is happily living there. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. What is the point of block parties, neighborhood get-togethers, or playing in the 
streets, when there are no other families, kids, or anyone else actually living in the 
neighborhood? Who are we when we are surrounded by hotels with people from out of town?

________________________

We are on Portland avenue and are literally surrounded by vacation rentals. My 2 small children 
are constantly woken up by the noise from late night parties. Strangers are constantly lingering 
in front of our house. There is a duplex being built across the street with the intention to short 
term rent. Please help me protect my children.

_______________________

I am writing to add my voice to the “Houses Are Homes, not Hotels” cause. We have lived for 34 
years in a very quiet neighborhood of the old West Hills. However, about 3-4 years ago, one 
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neighbor on Rimrock Ave. decided to turn his very large home (sleeps 10) into a VRBO. As it 
turns out, he owns other such properties on the west side of Bend. He markets the Rimrock one 
as “in an ultra-quiet neighborhood” with a hot tub on the large deck. As a result, the 
neighborhood has been subjected to numerous late night, noisy outdoor deck parties with 
drinking, loud music, profanity, etc. Several neighbors tried to speak to the owner, but to no 
avail. They tried calling him in the middle of the night, but he never answered his cell phone. 
Consequently, two wonderful families moved out of the neighborhood.

_______________________

Next door, a new management company has helped, but the fact remains that there are rotating 
people coming and going with absolutely NO available parking for the main house (the one-car 
garage is off limits for renters) and the steep driveway keeps most of them off and is also off-
limits (barricaded) in the winter. Our alley is clogged with cars. This vacation rental is a 
business in a residential neighborhood. Was there a permit process? Absolutely not. Is 
anyone at the property to meet, greet and look after the guests? Of course not. Does anyone 
shovel the snow on the sidewalk or put in the garage bins on a regular basis? No. Unless it is 
us.

How did the city of Bend let vacation rentals take over residential neighborhoods? It's like 
everything in Bend, once something works for a few with no restrictions, the flood gate opens. 

_______________________

 We've lived on Federal St. for 14 years, and what was once a sweet, neighborly community
 now feels like a commercial zone.

With Vacation Rentals on both sides of us, and across the street (33% of our block now), the 
city has completely failed to protect our RS (Residential/ Single family) zoned
neighborhood. I never imagined that this could happen to our RS zoned home. We’re not alone. 
This trend is affecting many residents.

_______________________

Sarah Phipps' comments illustrate just how out of touch she is with the neighborhood she 
decided to take over with her commercial operation. No surprise, she doesn't live in the 
neighborhood from which she extracts money. People would be happy to have back the 
residents she kicked out—renters with a history and some stake in the community—than the 
ridiculous hotel compound she has created. You can throw money around and fancy up old 
houses all you like, you're still sucking away a neighborhood's identity doing it. There is a place 
for making money on tourists and it isn't in our neighborhoods.
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